Given a triangulation in the plane or a tetrahedralization in 3-space, we i n vestigate the e ciency of locating a point b y walking in the structure with di erent strategies.
INTRODUCTION
Given a triangulation T of n vertices in the plane and a point p, nding the triangle of T containing p is a fundamental problem in computational geometry. Several sophisticated structures exist to answer such location queries in optimal O(log n) time 13, 9] but they are often too complicated and some practitioners may prefer to implement simpler techniques, such as traversing the triangulation using adjacency relations between triangles. This idea can be used directly to locate a point in a triangulation from a known starting point. It is also possible to choose a good starting point in some clever way 12, 10, 5] .
There exists di erent strategies to nd the triangle containing the query point p from the triangle containing a source point q. The simplest strategy, that we will call the straight walk, consists in visiting all triangles along the line segment qp 11] . A second strategy, the orthogonal walk, v i sits the triangles along an isothetic path moving from q to p by c hanging one coordinate at a time. Finally, w e call visibility walk the following strategy, popular for the Delaunay triangulation: from a triangle t not containing p, w e m o ve to the neighboroft through an edge e if the line supporting e separates t from p t h e r e m a y be one or two such edges for a triangle t, if there are two w e m a y m o ve t o a n y of these two n e i g h bors. This walk is used for the Delaunay triangulation because in that case it can be proved that it actually reaches the right triangle 7, 4, 8] . In the case of an arbitrary triangulation the walk may loop. We consider a variant o f INRIA -BP 93 -06902 Sophia Antipolis cedex -F rance. Firstname.Lastname@sophia.inria.fr. Fax: +33 4 92 38 76 43. http://www-sop.inria.fr/prisme/. This work was partially supported by the ESPRIT IV LTR Project No.
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All these walking strategies generalize to higher dimensions.
The purpose of this paper is to study the performances of the di erent strategies from both theoretical and practical points of view, in R 2 and R 3 . Hardly anything is known on this topic. The only theoretical result states that the number triangles visited by the straight w alk in a Delaunay triangulation of n random points in the plane, to reach a point p from a point q is O(jqpj p n), where jqpj denotes the distance from q to p 2, 6] .
We are interested in counting not only the number of simplices visited by a walk, but also the cost of visiting one simplex. We consider the robustness issues raised by the implementation of the di erent strategies.
Section 2 de nes the framework of this study. Then we give a detailed description of the di erent strategies (Sections 3, 4 and 5) in dimensions 2 and 3 together with complexity results. We p r o ve in Section 5.2 that the stochastic walk actually has a zero probability of looping forever, in any dimension. In Section 6 we present some experimental results on the implementation of the di erent strategies.
FRAMEWORK
Let S beasetofn points in R d d = 2 3. We will consider triangulations (simplicial complexes) whose domain covers the whole convex hull of S. All the simplices of a triangulation are positively oriented.
Given such a triangulation T of S, we study di erent strategies to reach a query point p starting from a given starting vertex q of T , w alking in T by using adjacency relations between the simplices of T .
It is not straightforward to decide which strategy is the best one. The paths followed by the di erent strategies have di erent lengths in terms of number of simplices. The numberofevaluations of predicates (simple geometric questions) when visiting a given simplex also depends on the strategy, as well as the nature itself of the predicates involved.
There are theoretical results on the number of triangles visited by the straight walk in the plane, but nothing is known about the visibility w alk.
The basic predicate in the straight w alk (Section 3) and the visibility w alk (Section 5) is the orientation These two operations are similar in 3 dimensions for the neighbor of a tetrahedron or the fourth vertex of a tetrahedron. They need a constant number of pointers access or comparisons the exact number depends on the internal representation of the triangulation, which m a y b e a n y v ariant of the DCEL or may be based on simplices or vertices as in cgal 1].
STRAIGHT WALK

2 dimensions
This method consists in traversing all the triangles of the triangulation T that are intersected by the line segment originating from a given vertex q of T and ending at the query point p. This is performed using the adjacency relations between the triangles.
More precisely, the algorithm rst performs an initialization step: from one triangle incident to q we turn around q until a triangle intersected by the ray qpis found. During this initialization step, one orientation test is needed for each visited triangle and the number of visited triangles is at most the degree of q, t h us at most n triangles.
Once the initialization step is completed, the straight w alk really starts. At a given step of the walk, we traverse some triangle t, and the ray qpgoes out of t through edge e. By testing on which s i d e of e lies p, we decide if t contains p or if the walk must go on. In the later case, the walk goes to the neighbor of t through e and the new vertex of that triangle is located with respect to the line qpto decide by which edge of that triangle the ray qpgoes out (see Figure 1 left). Therefore, the numberof orientation tests performed for each visited triangle is exactly 2. The straight w alk cannot visit the same triangle twice, thus the worst case length of a straight w a l k i s a t m o s t t h e n umber of triangles of the triangulation which i s l e s s t h a n 2n.
Of course, visiting a linear number of triangles seems big, but the general idea of the walking strategy is that in practice you visit less triangles in a reasonable triangulation, although the 2n + O (1) We give a pseudo-code for a detailed description of the walk (see Appendix).
3 dimensions
The principle of the walk is similar in higher dimension although a little bit more intricate.
Given vertex q of T and a query point p, the initialization step consists in nding the tetrahedron incident to q intersected by the ray qp, starting from another tetrahedron incident to q. This problem is in fact the 2 dimensional problem of locating the ray qpin the set of rays having q as origin and triangulated by the tetrahedra incident t o q in T . This initialization step is thus solved by the 2D Straight Walk algorithm. Notice that the orientation test for three rays emanating from q is the usual orientation test in three dimensions. The results of the previous paragraph on the number of visited triangles or the number of predicates per triangle apply here.
After this initialization, the main part of the walk begins. At a given step, we know that the ray goes out of some tetrahedron t by a facet e, t h e n w e m ust decide if the walk terminates in t by looking on which side of e lies p (see Figure 2 ). If the walk continues in the neighboroft through e, then the ray qpgoes out of that neighborby a facet which is determined by t wo orientation tests involving q, p, the new vertex and a vertex of e.
Thus the number of orientation tests per visited tetrahedron is exactly 3. As in two dimensions, the number of visited tetrahedra is clearly bounded by t h e n umber of tetrahedra of T since a tetrahedron cannot be visited twice. This number is quadratic in the worst case and a quadratic bound may be reach e d a s s h o wn by the example of Figure 3 .
Degenerate cases
The above algorithms do not handle degenerate cases. When the ray qpgoes exactly through a vertex of the triangulation, or through an edge in 3D, the next cell traversed by the ray i s not a neighbor of the previous one. In such a case, the algorithm must perform a kind of initialization step to be able to continue the walk.
Actually coding a robust version of the straight w alk which handles degenerate cases yields to an intricate code.
ORTHOGONAL WALK
The cost of evaluating an orientation predicate increases with the dimension, thus an idea to improve the e ciency of the algorithm consists in decomposing the walk in pieces parallel to the coordinate axis and to get an orthogonal walk (see Figure 4 left) .
If the ray pq is parallel to a coordinate axes, then the orientation tests of the straight walk involving both p and q become simpler as noticed in Section 2. This is the case of the orientation tests involved in the initialization phase and of the tests to decide by which edge of the triangle (resp. facet of the tetrahedron) the ray g o e s o u t . It remains one test per triangle (resp. tetrahedron) to decide if the walk For the special case of the Delaunay triangulation of random points in the plane, the number of visited triangles during the walk is O((jp j + j qj) p n) 2]. In the orthogonal walk, the dimension of the orientation tests decreases, compared to the straight walk, but the number of visited triangles increases. This increase can be estimated, in the case of a uniform distribution, by the average ratio between the length of the straight and the orthogonal walks over all directions, which is the average, on the unit sphere in d dimensions, of the sum of the absolute values of the coordinates, which can be shown to be 4= 1:27 in 2 dimensions, and 3=2 in 3 dimensions.
We g i v e in Appendix a detailed pseudo code description of the algorithm in two dimensions. The two dimensional orientation tests are replaced by comparison of coordinates denoted by below, above, left or right in the pseudo code.
VISIBILITY AND STOCHASTIC WALKS
Description
The visibility walk is extremely simple. Let us describe it in 2D. The 3D case is similar, triangles just have t o b e replaced by tetrahedra and edges by facets. The algorithm starts from a triangle incident to the starting vertex q. Then, for each visited triangle t, the rst edge e is tested. If the line supporting e separates t from p, which reduces to a single orientation test, then the next visited triangle is the neighbor of t through e. Otherwise, the second edge is tested in the same way. In case the test for the second edge also fails, then the third edge is tested. The failure of this third test means that the goal has been reached and that t contains p.
In addition to its simplicity, the advantage of this walk is that it does not have to deal with degeneracies. If, for an edge e, p lies on the supporting line of e, then the method will look at the next edge. At least one of the edges of each triangle is such that its supporting line strictly separates the triangle from the query point. The only degeneracies to be considered, namely the di erent cases when p lies on the boundary of a triangle, occur at the end of the walk, when the goal is reached.
The visibility w alk is not completely speci ed: it depends on the implementation of the triangulation, since there is no intrinsic numbering of the edges of a triangle, no intrinsic de nition of the rst edge. The straight w alk can be seen as a possible particular execution of the visibility w alk algorithm. This is not the case for the orthogonal walk.
The visibility w alk in a Delaunay triangulation always terminates, in any dimension 4]. Unfortunately, for non Delaunay triangulations, the visibility w alk may fall into a cycle, even in 2D, as illustrated by the famous example of Figure 5 . Non-Delaunay triangulations (e.g. the constrained Delaunay triangulation) are also interesting in practice and they cannot be eluded. Therefore, to avoid in nite loops into cycles of non-Delaunay triangulations, a little bit of randomness can be introduced into the algorithm. As already noticed, the visibility w alk depends on the numbering of the edges of the triangles. Using this degree of freedom, we m a y c hoose between di erent possible visibility w alks.
The stochastic walk is obtained by replacing the access to the rst edge of t by the access to a random edge of t. This ensures that, if the walk enters a cycle of the triangulation, it cannot loop into this cycle forever. The termination of the stochastic walk in any kind of triangulation will be proven in the next section.
The stochastic walk performs 1 to 3 orientation tests in each visited triangle. More precisely, suppose a triangle has only one edge whose supporting line separates it from p, then, this edge is chosen as the rst one with probability 1=3, and only one test is needed, the previous one is chosen with probability 1=3, and two tests are performed, or the next one is chosen, and three tests are performed. This amounts to 1=3 1 + 1 =3 2 + 1 =3 3 = 2 . In the case when the triangle has two edges whose supporting lines separate it from p, the number of tests is 2=3 1 + 1 =3 2 = 4=3.
Thus, the average number of orientation tests is less than 2, whereas it is 2 for the straight w alk. Similar computations show that in 3D, the average number of tests is less than 2.5, whereas it is 3 for the straight w alk.
A v ariant of the stochastic walk is the remembering stochastic walk whose pseudo-code is given in Appendix. In a given triangle, the visibility (stochastic or not) walk can test the edge where it comes from, and thus performs an orientation test that was already performed in the previous visited triangle. This can be avoided by remembering, for each visited triangle, the edge that was just crossed by the walk. Then, before testing an edge, it compares it with the remembered edge. This comparison consists of a constant n umber of comparison of pointers, as mentioned in Section 2. Computations analogous to the ones done above for the variant without memory lead to an average number of orientation tests less than 1.5 in two dimensions and less than 3 in three dimensions. It is not clear whether remembering the edge and performing the comparisons for each triangle is less expensive in practice than a useless orientation test in some triangles. The two v ariants will be compared experimentally in Section 6.
Expected validity of the stochastic walk
Let us analyze the algorithm in dimension d.
Given p, w e de ne the directed graph G, from T , as follows. The nodes of G are the simplices of T (we will use the same notation for a simplex and its associated node), and there is an oriented arc from node t to node t 0 if the corresponding simplices are adjacent through a facet e, in such a w ay that t 0 and p lie on the same side of e (see Figure  6) . Lemma 1. Given a facet e shared by simplices t and t 0 and such that the arc o f G is oriented from node t to node t 0 , the probability that a stochastic path reaching t goes to t 0 is greater than 1 d+1 .
p Figure 6 : The directed graph G of neighborhood relationships towards p.
Proof. If the path goes through t, t h e n a f a c e t o f t having p on the other side must be chosen to continue the stochastic path. e may be chosen rst, then the stochastic path uses it since p is on the good side of e this happens with probability 1 d+1 (the d + 1 facets have equal probability). If another facet is chosen rst, then p may b e o n t h e wrong side and e can be chosen after this happens with a probability depending of the geometric con guration, the probability i s j u s t l o wer bounded by zero to get the result of the lemma. Proof. The out-degree of a node of G is between 1 and d. As noticed before, the graph G may h a ve cycles, but we will prove that the stochastic walk cannot cycle forever and will necessarily reach the only sink of the graph G, i . e . the simplex S containing p.
Let us label all the nodes of G by their distances to S in G, where the distance between a node to S is the minimum number of arcs to be followed to reach S from this node (by the de nition of G, there is always a path from any n o d e t o S). Then by construction, for any n o d e t of label k, there exists an arc of G from t to at least one node of label k ; 1. Unfortunately, for very special con gurations of points, this exponential length of the stochastic walk can actually bereached.
The triangulation depicted on Figure 7 consists of one central triangle containing the point p to be located and k layers of cycles around it. These cycles go through a rectangle formed by k k 2 small squares.
Any triangle having two outgoing arcs in graph G, i n t h i s example, is as shown in Figure 7 : the ingoing edge e is chosen rst with probability 1=3, then the walk must cross the next edge e 0 , w h i c h forces the walk to follow a cycle. e 0 can also be chosen rst with probability 1=3. So, the walk stays in the cycle with probability 2=3. The edge e 00 allows the walk to leave the cycle. It is crossed only when it is chosen rst, which occurs with probability 1=3. Let us consider a path entering the rectangle through . Giving a tight bound on the probability that such a path goes out of the rectangle through one edge of " is quite complicated. Let us use a loose bound equal to (1=2) k;1 . If the path does not go out through ", then it necessarily reaches its starting triangle t, and using the previous bound, this occurs with probability greater than 1 ; (1=2) k;1 .
Summarizing, a path starting at t reaches t again with probability greater than 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We experimented di erent w alking strategies for locating points in a Delaunay triangulation of 100,000 or 1,000,000 points evenly distributed in a square or in a cube (5 di erent sets in each case) and on a set of 145,300 points in threedimensional space belonging to the boundary of a 3D object (these points have been measured by a 3D laser scanner on a d e n tal prothesis (courtesy of KREON Industrie). We then locate 100,000 random points to average the location time.
The walk was performed in the standard way, starting the walk at some known vertex of the triangulation, or as a tool in the Delaunay hierarchy 5] which w alks in a hierarchy o f more and more re ned samples using this method, locating a query involves few (O(log n)) walks visiting a relatively small number of triangles.
The algorithms are coded in C++. The orientation tests use the usual oating point arithmetic. Robustness issues due to degenerate cases or rounded computations are solved by perturbation and static ltering, which do not have a signi cant in uence on the running time for these random data.
For each strategy we count the number of visited triangles or tetrahedra (] ), the number of full dimensional orientation predicates (]orient) and the running time (benchmarks on a Sun Ultra10 440MHz).
The four strategies presented above are compared in Table 1. In fact, since the tests were performed on Delaunay triangulations, the visibility w alk (without randomness) does not cycle.
The running times of all strategies are of the same order. The straight w alk has the best performances in terms of visited simplices, both theoretically and experimentally, b u t it has the worst cost per triangle. Another drawback of the straight w alk is the management of degenerate cases which make the code quite intricate, especially in three dimensions.
For walks of large length in terms of visited simplices, the orthogonal walk is faster. In fact it will be the right c hoice when using expensive arithmetic (e.g. multi-precision exact arithmetic).
CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS
We presented four strategies for walking in a triangulation to locate a point: the straight w alk, the visibility w alk with or without memory, and the orthogonal walk. We studied them from both theoretical and practical points of view.
The best method to implement is the stochastic visibility walk, since it performs experimentally a little bit better than the straight and the orthogonal walks, and since it is easier to code and does not encounter any problem with degenerate cases. The orthogonal walk can also be considered when an expensive arithmetic is used or when a large numberof simplices must be traversed.
Open questions remain about the stochastic visibility w alk. We showed that it always terminates, but it can have an exponential complexity on cases that are very pathologic, both in the choice of the triangulation and in the choice of the query point. It might be possible to get results under some hypotheses on the triangulation and on the query point: Is the expected complexity in the case of a Delaunay triangulation of n random points in dimension d equal to d p n?
Would it be possible to get an amortized complexity for the successive locations of n points incrementally inserted into a Delaunay triangulation? Algorithm 2D Orthogonal Walk(q,p) // traverses the triangulation T , //using the orthogonal walk from q to p, // t = qrl is a triangle of T .
// wlog, we assume p is above and to the right of q. =point(xp,yq) if r below q while l below q { r=l t=neigbor(t through ql) l=vertex of t6 =qr } else do { l=r t=neigbor(t through qr) r=vertex of t6 =ql } while r above q // q has r below and l above. Algorithm Remembering Stochastic Walk(q,p) // traverses the triangulation T , //using the remembering stochastic walk // from q to p. t = qrl is a triangle of T .
previous=t end=false while (not end) { e = random edge of t if (p not neighbor of previous through e) and (p on the other side of e) {previous=t t=neighbor(t through e) } else { e = next edge of t if (p not neighbor of previous through e) and (p on the other side of e) {previous=t t=neighbor(t through e) } else { e = next edge of t if (p not neighbor of previous through e) and (p on the other side of e) {previous=t t=neighbor(t through e) } else end=true } } } // t contains p.
